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To possess an email platform is enough, you should be satisfied with the features and results
especially when you are running a large organization. In large organizations you have multiple
employees, is it possible that all are well-versed with features of Lotus Notes or is it possible that all
are technically brilliant. The answer would ne straight-forwardly â€˜Noâ€™. It is better to have an emailing
client which is simple and easy to use so that connoisseurs and less computer literate can use
features easily. For such a need, there is no other application better than MicrosoftÂ® Outlook. If you
are using IBMÂ® Lotus Notes and unsatisfied with functionalities then first carry out multiple Lotus
Notes mailbox migration process to Outlook with some professional utility.

Whatâ€™s the Need for (http://www.osttopstconvert.com/extract-lotus-notes-database.html) Extract
Lotus Notes Attachments?  Your plan to change emailing client occurred because of various
reasons such as:

a.MS Outlook considered one of the best programs for organizations because it helps you to be
organized.

b.It easily syncs with almost all planning system. Enterprises find it one of the best planning
platforms that helps users genuinely.

c.It is possible to do many things with Outlook as it is available at nominal price in comparison to
Lotus Notes. It helps you to mark personal appointments as â€˜privateâ€™ by checking small box towards
the corner. With this features, your appointments are not visible to all in your office.

d.It helps in performing better scheduling tasks. It is a provider of reoccurring appointments, this
helps students those who have classes once in a week. There is no need to input appointment on
the daily basis.

e.It provides you â€˜Notesâ€™ section where you can write notes for yourself.

f.Outlook helps you to have easy scheduling. Once everything is scheduled, you can take print out
of your planner. This has double benefits; first you need not to write by hand and second you save
money spent on entire set of paper for creating planner. 

g.If you want, you can even give everyone in your family a different color, and print in color, so that
you can see where everyone is going to be from day to day.

h.To keep track of the daily activities in organization or at home, you can use â€˜Notesâ€™ section where
you can mention daily records.

Multiple Lotus Notes Mailbox Migration: For migrating unlimited Lotus Notes mailbox from Lotus
Notes to Outlook can be done with professional tool like Export Notes software. This utility assures
to convert mails, meetings, distribution list, to do tasks, attachments, folders, Metadata etc in Lotus
Notes to Outlook in small amount of time.
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